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PROJECT QUESTION
How can HS ESL graduates inspire current ESL students?

PROJECT PLAN
Videos that connect incoming ELLs to the ESL program.

ENTRY EVENT
MOVING FAR AWAY
Students move about the classroom to access resources for starting a new life.

NEED TO KNOW
WHERE ARE ESL GRADS NOW?
WHAT HAS CHANGED?
WHAT IS IMPORTANT?
WHAT IS USEFUL?

• We Don’t Know It • We’re Learning It • We’ve Got It • We’ve Assessed It

INVESTIGATE & DESIGN
DESIGN A MOCK INTERVIEW
RECORD THE MOCK INTERVIEW
EDIT, CRITIQUE, & REVISE

DEVELOP & REVISE
SORT OUT LOGISTICS
DO THE REAL INTERVIEW
EDIT & FINAL PRODUCTION

DEVELOP & CRITIQUE PRODUCTS / ANSWERS TO THE DRIVING QUESTION

SHARE THE PRODUCT
PRESENTATION OF VIDEOS TO THE ESL DEPT, SCHOOL ADMIN, & OTHER ORG THAT STUDENTS DECIDE ON.

REFLECT